Tutorial for „Economics of Social Justice”

I Basic issues and tools

10-27 (1) Equality as a fact and norm

11-03 (2) Social Welfare Functions

11-10 (3) Positive Analysis of Justice Theories

11-17 (4) Social Justice and Social Norms

11-24 (5) The political economy of fairness

II Particular norms and contextual justice

12-01 (6) Malice and envy as determinants of fairness
12-04  (7) Malice and envy: Experimental investigation in HS 1231


12-08  (8) Fairness among tax-payers


12-15  No tutorial/ Lecture with Prof. Neumärker in HS 1108

12-22  (9) Open questions / exam preparation I

01-12  (10) Fairness in public good provision


III  Societal perspective: Theory and Experiments

01-19  (11) Contractarianism and justice


01-26  (12) Game theoretical approach to social contracts


02-02  (13) The limits of equal opportunity in a market economy


02-09  (14) Open questions / exam preparation II